
EXPAND AND IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS
Become an Orchestra supplier and offer your clients 
new M2M services. 
Create YOUR OWN Orchestra Service Brand.
More information: www.orchestraweb.com - info@orchestraweb.com

CREATE THE SERVICE YOU NEED
Contact us for a quote! Our staff will schedule a
meeting to present Orchestra and main advantages
of our solution. We will help you create the best
system tailored to your needs.

Via Cardinal Massaia, 83 - 10147 - Torino - Italy
tel: +39 011 2303-637/624 fax: +39 011 2309413
C.F - P.IVA: 11397100014
info@orchestraweb.com - orchestracert@pec.it
www.orchestraweb.com

IDENTIFY YOUR TARGET
With Orchestra you can create your personal
monitoring system! Start to remotely monitor and
control your vehicles, machines and devices.

YOUR REMOTE MONITORING SYSTEM

Orchestra is an IoT platform for remote diagnostics,
monitoring and control of commercial vehicles, special
machines and industrial equipment used in different
industries like waste collection and disposal,
constructions, agriculture and logistics to name a few.

The customers – machine manufacturers, vehicle rental
firms and dealers and their customers – willing to track,
monitor and assist their own assets during different
operations can take advantage of the Orchestra
platform over internet from any PC or mobile device,
accessing the portal to activate the on-demand services
of interest.

Remote control results in cost savings for the
organizations by limiting technical on-site support,
improving maintenance processing, significantly
reducing downtime and optimizing use schedule of
their different resources.

Orchestra allows real time monitoring of each
parameter of a machine by integrating its control board
units with the plug and play installation of the Orchestra
SMART-BOX.

The Orchestra SMART-BOX reads the data by accessing
the CAN protocol of the machine on one side, and on the
other allows the CLOUD connection with the SMART-
Platform using a data SIM card or a Wi-Fi connection.

Manufacturers of vehicles and machines may also
remotely upgrade and reconfigure their on-board control
units in a safety environment.

Experience and know how in electronic and IoT make
Orchestra available also for design of effective custom
solutions to address specific requirements and needs of
customers and markets.

REAL-TIME MONITORING & DIAGNOSTICS
Log-in to your Orchestra web space and 
monitor your connected devices and machines. 
Through an alerting system, tailored to your 
specific needs, you can prevent downtime by 
directly acting from your PC or smart-phone.

LOCATE & MONITOR
You can locate your vehicles and equipment, and 
trace their past positions, with just one click!

ITINERARY TRACKING
With our tracking capability, you can draw restricted 
areas directly on the map to control entry and exit of 
your vehicles.

UPLOAD
Taking advantage of uploading tools, your team 
can remotely reset parameters of the on-board 
control electronics or install new firmware releases 
for your machines and devices

CONTROL

STATISTICS
Analyze  statistics about the performance of your 

equipment.

CATEGORIES
Group your machines in categories  for  better 

management, directly from your web page.

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS
Upload technical datasheet for every connected device 

and let authorized users download the last version.

NOTIFICATIONS
Set mail  and pop-up notifications.

MONITOR

SET ALARMS AND DEADLINES
Build  yourself  an active control system! Set your alarms and 

deadlines to be  be notified at each specific event.

ORGANIZE

Remote monitoring 
and  diagnostics for

machinery and plants



ACTIVATION The Orchestra device can be remotely activated and configured by 
users at the time they require specific monitoring services.

DIAGNOSIS All messages  available on can-bus together with I/O streams are 
read, analyzed, integrated and transferred from the Orchestra device 
to the cloud to generate information on specific HMI available for 
remote and in proximity use.

CONTROL All the operational variables are tracked, both for diagnostics and 
proper use of the machines, recorded on the black box or sent to 
cloud per user's request.

REMOTE
MONITORING

GSM QUAD BAND GSM/GPRS MODULE, WORLD WIDE COVERAGE, LOW 
CONSUMPTION IN STAND–BY MODE, AUDIO INTERFACE (MICROPHONE+ 
SPEAKERS) - EASY REPLECEABLE SIM

WI-FI IEEE802.11 B,G,N INTERFACE

INTERFACES NFC, IBUTTON, STRAIN GAUGE

COMMUNICATION

CAN 2 CAN INPUT 2.0 A/B, REMOTE PARAMETERS DYNAMIC CHANGE, 
REMOTE RE-FIRMWARE

INPUT/OUTPUT 8. ANALOG INPUT (STRAIN GAUGE / PT100) / DIGITAL, 4 PWM 2A EACH, 4 
RELAY CLEAN CONTACT 3A

VEHICLE 
INTEGRATION

GPS L1 COMPLIANT GPS FREQUENCIES, WORLD WIDE COVERAGE, 
INTERNAL/EXTERNAL ANTENNA, GNSSGEOLOCALIZATION

OTHER
INTERFACES

USB OTG, RS232, ES232/ES485OTHER 
INTERFACES

ACCELOROMETER THREE AXELS ACCELOROMETERSSENSORS

PROCESSOR FREESCALE CORTEX M4 125 MHz  - 1MB FLASH MEMORY

BATTERY RTC WITH BACKUP BATTERY 

MEMORY
1+8 Gb FLASH MEMORY, SD SLOT UP TO 32GB, DYNAMIC MEMORY 
ALLOCATION (BLACK BOX, LOCAL ANALYSIS TRANSFER BUFFER)

STATUS LED DATA TRANSMISSION AND DEVICE STATUS

PROGRAM 
INTERFACES

C++ , CODESYS COMPATIBLE

TECHNICAL 
DETAILS

IP IP67 – IP54 WITH GSM CARD – CASE IN WATERPROOF RESIN

EMC EMC, R&TTE

STANDARD 
COMPLIANCE

PROTOCOLS CANOPEN, J1939, FMS, ISOBUS
COMMUNICATION 
PROTOCOLS
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CUSTOM DESIGN
Design &

deployment of 
hardware and 

firmware  products 
based on  customer 

specs, to develop  
SMART PRODUCT


